
 

 
GoDrone 2.0 | Release notes 
 
New Mission Statuses within CTR. 
 
Introducing the “Reviewed” mission status: This innovative feature empowers LVNL to provide an advanced 
“Reviewed” status to flight plans submitted within CTRs. This provisional approval informs pilots that their flight 
plan has been reviewed and meets initial criteria, allowing them to proceed with pre-flight preparations with 
greater confidence. 
 
Seamless transition to “Approved” mission status: Prior to the start of the flight the pilot will receive seamlessly 
an update to the mission plan to an "Approved" status, advising the mission is approved by ATC and the pilot 
can call Delivery for further instructions. 
 
Enhanced communication and transparency: Pilots will receive real-time notifications of their flight plan's 
status updates throughout the approval process. These notifications will be delivered through the familiar 
channels – the GoDrone mobile app, the Operator Portal, and digital communication tools. 
 
Other upgrades and new features also include: 
 

• GoDrone Mobile App boasts a completely rebuilt modern user interface (UX/UI). This sleek and 
intuitive design makes navigating the mobile app and managing drone missions easier than ever. 
 

• You can now create an organisation directly within GoDrone Mobile Apps, and manage all aspects of 
your flight planning for an organisation within a CTR as an organisation. You can switch easily between 
your personal profile and organisation profile depending on your planning needs. 

 

• Updated Flight Planning Tools: Take flight planning to the next level with advanced drawing tools. Plan 
your flight directly within the mobile app or upload flight plan files from your device.  

 

• New Reviewed & Approved Statuses: Gain valuable insights into your mission requests with real-time 
digital updates on the approval process. 

 

• GoDrone Operator Portal Integration: Experience seamless data exchange between the GoDrone app 
and Operator Portal. Information, edits, and missions flow effortlessly between the two platforms. 

 

• New Area Reports: Quickly understand flight restrictions with clear visual indicators. Area reports for 
the open category highlight prohibited, cautionary, and safe areas.  

 

• Advanced Filter Setup: Customise your airspace view to suit your needs. Filter by political borders, 
NOTAMs, and other relevant data points for a clear picture of your flight zone. 

 

• New Map Types: Plan your flights confidently using various map types, including satellite imagery, for 
increased situational awareness. 

 

• Drone Hanger: GoDrone now lets you input and save information for all your drones directly within the 
app. Manage your fleet efficiently and ensure you have the right equipment for each mission. 

 

• Ground hazard Integration: GoDrone now displays a list of ground hazards within the pre-flight report. 
Each hazard is clickable, providing detailed information to ensure a safe flight. 

 



 

• Enhanced Security: Utilise the latest features on your phone or tablet, including eye and fingerprint 
recognition, for secure access to your flight planning tools. 

 

 

 


